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Hello All,

It’s been a tough year for the arts. A tough
year of trying to be creative and finding
new ways to share that creativity with an
audience unable to join us in the theatre.
Here at Chapel Theatre we found ourselves
diving head first into new endeavors. In the
fall we did an audio series. Also this past fall
Trip The Dark, our resident dance company,
started a subscription service with new choreography being filmed and presented online
to subscribers. And then this past month we
produced Chapel Theatre’s Inaugural Short
Play Fest. This festival, when first conceived,
was supposed to take place live. Instead we

reinvented ourselves again and found an
army of editors and production staff to help
us create an online friendly version of the
same festival.
Our short play festival was a giant success.
We made 11 wonderful little plays a few
hundred people got to enjoy from the
comforts of their homes. And it couldn’t have
been made possible without all the support
and hardwork of all our staff and festival
participants. I want to take a minute here
to thank each and every person by name
who had a part to play in the success of
this festival.

~ Thank you ~
Behind the Scenes, Post Production,
and Production Staff: Corinn deTorres,
Blake Stone, Steve Coker, Mike Lindberg,
Paul Bright, Amanda Healy, Dug Martell,
and Amber Black.
Judges Panel: Tasha Danner, Daryl HarrisonCarson, Tyler Andrew Jones, Jalena MontrondScott, and Cassidy Imani Bacon.
Writers: Charles Deemer, Eve Bernfeld,
Heath Hyun Houghton, Jim Ambrosek, John
C. Davenport, Kali Giaritta, Kathleen Tomko,
Lolly Ward, Nancy Moss, Peter Armetta,
and William Thomas Berk.
Directors: Sofia Molina, Erin Shannon, Justin
Fisher, Christy Drogosch, Dug Martell, Steve
Coker, Emilie Landmann, Aiyana Cunningham,
Andy Barrett, Blake Stone, and Steven
Koeppen.

Performers: Cameran Lee Price, Ian Leiner,
Christy Drogosch, Damon Millican, Gerie
Voss, Heath Hyun Houghton, Holland
Havarah Elizabeth Hauskins, Joseph Bertot,
Katie Lundi, Katie Mortemore, Laura Handke,
Lauren Scher, Libby Cozza, Marychris Mass,
Meghan Daaboul, Melissa SondergeldHood, Dug Martell, Blake Stone, Michele
Tredger, Paul Bright, Stephanie Crowley, Troy
Sawyer, Tyler Wright, Annie Rimmer-Weeks,
Zed Jones, and Yessenia Lopez.

You all made art possible!

Illya deTorres
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illya@chapeltheatremilwaukie.com

(2020)
Size: 4' x 7' x 3"
Oil pastel, chalk pastel,
graphite, acrylic paint,
fabric, paper, ink.
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“I sleep and I dream, I dream and
I wonder: is this not also reality? ”

Selena
Jones
Using the language of sleep to explore ideas of personal identity,
relationships, and security, artist Selena Jones discusses her process
as well as her role as guardian of, and for, her creations.*
*Excerpts taken from Selena's website
Born and raised in Oregon, Selena
Jones attended Knox College in
Illinois where she received her BFA
and Post Baccalaureate Certificate
in Studio Art. Shortly thereafter
she attended the School of the Art
Institute of Chicago, where she
completed her MFA in Sculpture.
Pursuing her love of art, teaching and community, Selena spent
the next seven years teaching art
and design to youth and adults at
national and international colleges,
universities, and private schools.
A practicing artist, she works
full time coordinating the Lake
Oswego Festival of Arts while
volunteer-coordinating an Artist
Residency Program for Art in
Oregon. In addition, Selena is
currently completing her second
Masters Degree, an MBA in
Nonprofit Management through
the University of Portland.
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Each of the Sleepers started as a digital
collage and in several instances, I used
my own image alongside those of my
idols. Overlapping lines formed shapes
filled with materials and colors, each
describing the volume of new bodies I
was discovering or morphing within the
drawing. As I introduced more abstraction
and mark-making into the work, I felt I was
more accurately describing the complexity
of the relationships between the figures.
After a long process I thought I'd finished
but instead began covering over the artworks — an instinct I didn’t understand
and a big risk. I wanted to ‘protect’ the
bodies, to communicate care and respect
for the intimate moments they were having.
Admiring the love and care my quiliting
friends put into quilts they make for their
loved ones, I found I wanted to make quilts

for my found bodies. I wanted to wrap
them safely as they lived out their lives
within these artworks. I covered the figures
with an array of materials and colors, wrapping them in blankets of marks, pastels,
paints and even my own bedding.
I found myself putting them to bed; a
safe place for them. They looked to me like
they were sleeping; they became my sleepers and I was their guardian. Suddenly,
all the diverse materials and marks and
processes used to find these forms made
more sense — it was as if I was looking into
a dream world.The language was familiar:
thoughts in dreams come from so many
directions, and come together more freely
than my waking mind typically allows. In
dreams, I see so many things that I don’t
usually let myself see.

selenajones.com

@sjcoyote

CLICK TO FIND OUT MORE & TO PURCHASE TICKETS:
THE 2021 CHAPEL THEATER PLAY FESTIVAL
HAPPENING NOW — MARCH 5-7

L. Frank Baum,
author of the ever
famous Wizard of Oz
book series said:
“No thief, however
skillful, can rob one
of knowledge, and
that is why knowledge
is the best and safest
treasure to acquire.”

As an actor, my knowledge
of the ins and outs of producing
theatre are embarrassingly slim,
and recently I’ve been very eager
to learn more about the other
facets of the industry that I love.

The

Other
Side
of the
Rainbow
BY B LAK E S T O NE

It began innocently enough,
sitting in the green room at Chapel
Theatre during rehearsals for their
2019 production of Bonnie Ratner’s
Blind. Illya deTorres, Co-Artistic
Director of Chapel Theatre Co.
mentioned to me that the company
had planned to produce a theatrical
retelling of the 1939 movie The
Wizard of Oz. If the first sentence
of this article didn’t make it clear,
I am an Oz mega-fan; co-host of
an upcoming comedy podcast
about the book series, expert in all
things L. Frank Baum, and proud
owner of a piece of the original
yellow brick road. I knew I had
to get my hands on this project.

FOLLOWING THE YELLOW BRICK ROAD

If there was one thing I had
absolute knowledge in, it was the
world of Oz and for this reason
I began daydreaming about
directing this piece. Had I directed before? No. Would I even know
where to begin? Don’t make me
laugh. Nevertheless, I continued
conversations with Illya about
Chapel Theatre Co.’s upcoming
season. The more we discussed,
the more excited I became about
this “other side” of theatre — I
had been inadvertently planning
an entire season of theatre through
conversations with a friend.
During this time, one idea I
helped to come up with was a
festival of about a dozen plays for
the theatre’s winter season. This
was only about a month before
the virus hit the USA, and the
state of live performance was yet
to change drastically. All the same,
I was asked to co-produce the
virtual festival and was thrilled to
jump on board.
My responsibilities as coproducer began slowly, and
simply enough. The first step was
to create some applications for
our potential actors, directors,
and playwrights. It was a cake
walk, especially since as an actor
I’ve filled out hundreds of audition forms in the past which gave
me a decent enough jumping off
point. Then it was time to spread
the word about the festival, and
gain the interest of artists in town
to come and take part. It seemed
slow going at first, but every
morning more and more applications came pouring in, and more
and more plays — it looked like
this thing we’d talked about ad
nauseum in the downstairs green

| BLAKE STONE

room was finally coming to life.
We selected the plays, and the
actors, and directors — a process
I’m not ashamed to say made
me feel pretty damn important.
I even picked a play for myself,
and penciled my name in as one
of the directors for the festival.
Toto, I have a feeling we’re not in
Kansas anymore.
Directing started out as a genuinely terrifying experience. The
whole day leading up to my first
night of rehearsals, I was practically shaking, and wishing for
a way to get out of it. I was literally googling “how to direct a
play” for Christ’s sake. The play I
chose is a three actor comedy, the
three actors being myself and two
very talented local performers
— both of whom are older than
me, know what they’re doing, and
have no idea that I do not. The
scariest part was giving notes, as
I didn’t realize how uncomfortable I would feel, telling these
people how to do their jobs.
What do I know? I’m only an
actor. An actor in way over his
head. But, at the end of the day,
this was my treasure, the knowledge I set out to find. So I sucked
it up and gave a note (as nicely
as I could, because I still wasn’t
comfortable telling someone else
how to do their job): “When you
say this line, what if it’s a realization about this other thing?” The
note was well received with an
excited “Thank you for that. I was
actually struggling with this line.”
Cue the heavenly chorus.
After that first leap of faith,
everything got more cozy and the
real work began. My vision started
to become more and more clear

through my actors’ performances. “I can actually do this thing”,
I thought.
As I write, festival planning is
still in progress and I'll be honing
my directorial and producing
skills for the next month until
the festival is released. The future
of live theater itself is uncertain,
but art has always found a way to
carry on; a renaissance, I’m sure
will be on the horizon, and I hope
one day soon the Land of Oz will
find its way to the Chapel Theatre
Co. stage.

The future of live
theater itself is
uncertain, but art
has always found
a way to carry on;
a renaissance,
I’m sure will be
on the horizon…

My trip over the rainbow and
far, far away hasn’t quite ended
but I’ve certainly gained some
wisdom, heart, and courage
throughout this process. The
knowledge of what the process
of directing, and producing looks
like, the heart to pursue more
work like this wherever I can find
it, and the courage to try something new. L. Frank Baum — an
actor himself — didn’t even write
the first of fourteen Oz books
until he was 44 years old. Who
says you can’t teach an old actor
new tricks? M
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BUM BUM.

My bad luck getting robbed all started when
my older sister Christina, or Xtina if you were
to look at anything my mom made with my sister’s name on it circa the late 90s/early 2000s,
used to steal my stuff.
I remember one time $20 went missing…
It might have been $5 but it seemed like $20
because back then $5 was big money. I was
young and barely ever raked in cash for allowance. Food on the table was its own allowance…
or something. When my 20-or-whatever-dollars
went missing, Xtina was conveniently at the mall
with her hoodlum high-schooler friends. These
friends drove in a red jeep, wore bandanas and
clothes that made me go, “I bet they are up to

no good and are going to steal my allowance.
Trouble with a capital T.”
I’d like to say Xtina got busted for the theft,
but if she did she didn’t learn her lesson because
soon came the tic-tac robbery. Imagine you go
to get tac’d and you look in your very special
under-the-pillow hiding spot and all you get is
tic’d because your sister Xtina stole them to
have fresh breath with the Hoodlum Jeep Crew.
Then imagine she admits it with no remorse. I
was dealing with pure evil.
But, it’s not just big sisters, anyone can be
a robber.
Even you.
And I’m sick of it.

BY HEALY
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…INSERT LAW & ORDER VOICE…
In the criminal justice system,robbery-based
offenses are considered especially heinous.
In Portland, the dedicated detectives who
investigate these vicious felonies are members
of an elite squad known as the Special Healy’s
Been Robbed and is a Victim Unit.
These are my stories.
BUM BUM.

MARY’S HOUSE
I think her name was Mary. I asked my mom and she
doesn’t remember a friend named Mary,
but it sounds right to me.
SOME ADDRESS IN SE PORTLAND
SOMETIME IN THE EARLY 90’s,
AROUND 12:23 PM

TBH, I’m kinda wondering if karma is responsible
for my poor luck in the not getting robbed department. If my story is going to be taken for realz in
the court of law when I take my perp downtown
there can’t be any skellz in my cloz. Confesh time.
When I was just an innocent kid I took what was
not mine from my friend Maybe Mary. I had to. I
guess you could say I *cough* stole *cough* from
her, or she was like, robbed, or whatever, but basically I guess I took a barbie doll swimsuit and kept
it, or something.
Had I known it was going to cause a lifetime of
looking over my shoulder in fear of being robbed
then I never would have borrowed it without asking
without intention of giving it back. I admit, I guess,
that I was the perp of the original robbery. So maybe
I deserve what I had coming to me. Xtina was the
first to dish out my karma, but she wouldn’t be the last.
BUM BUM.

MY HOUSE
VANCOUVER, WA (not d c)
SOMETIME IN THE MID 2000’s,
5:48 PM

Okee. Again, I feel the need to empty the skeletons
I’m not storing, but hypothetically if I were storing
and someone found them, they’d be sus. I offer full
transparency and so need to make clear my family’s history of paranoia and separate myself from it.

My Dearest God Father Uncle Larry the Great*
could not find his phone during a gathering at my
family’s house one day. After looking in, I’m pretty
sure, just one place, he announced matter of factly,
“Someone stole it.” He would later learn it was, in
fact, not stolen.
I have to say, again, in full transparency that since
that day my sibz and I now use the phrase “Someone
Stole It” whenever we have lost something. Except
me. I am not my uncle or my sibz. We are literally
different people. When I claim something is stolen
— it IS stolen — and in the court, where I will take
my perps someday, my word is true.
BUM BUM.

ONE OF MANY HOUSES I LIVED IN
SE 31ST PORTLAND
SOMETIME AROUND 2010-2011,
1:17 PM

This robbery is a double-edged sword, sharpened
as sharp as a triple edge sword with Sheryl Crow on
loop singing “the first cut is the deepest.'' Robbed
by a stranger, robbed by the JC Penny man, and I’ll
admit, robbed by myself, this one haunts me to this
day as an unsolved mystery.
I thought shopping at JCPenney, aka Pennies, was
smart. I had a card that let me buy almost anything
and all I had to do was pay a little each month. So
I charged my Pennies card to buy myself a porch
swing. I set it up and put it in my yard… MY yard. It
was nice for a bit, enjoying the breeze, sitting under
the tree in my JCPenney swing. I guess it was confusing that it was in MY yard, since MY YARD was
next to a sidewalk that crossed in front of the YARD
of MY HOUSE, because one day I came home and
my Pennies swing had swung its last swoong for
me. It was gone. Someone stole it. I was robbed. My
heart might as well have been robbed, too.
Never found the thief, and after years of paying
just a little bit for that dangus swing (and some
syck threads) throughout the last decade, I’ve come
to realize that the Pennies man is the true robber,
but also I’m sort of robbing myself for being such a
dingus and waiting until 2020 to pay it off. If anyone
has seen my swing — it was yay high, and swung
like this — forward-and-backward — call the dedicated detectives from SHBRAIAVU.
BUM BUM.
TO BE CONTINUED... >
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“Hyperventilating, I looked in the box again. And the bag.
And the shelf. And between papers, pillows,
and even asked my cat Pigeon. Stolen. Robbed.”
KOHLS, NE 122nd PORTLAND
Umm… AROUND 2017… MAYBE… 2018?
5:26 PM

The time my car got stolen was nearly traumatizing.
I had been shopping at Kohls, getting sweaters and
finding great deals. I had grabbed my bags and confidently headed out to the door to go to my car. My
confidence quickly turned to panic when I realized my
car was nowhere to be seen.

could I possibly still be paying for Maybe Mary’s barbie
doll swimsuit?! Tears pouring down my face, I called
my principal and secretary to let them know my work
computer was stolen.
Defeated and distraught, but determined the show
must go on, I started my class from another computer
borrowed (not stolen) from my most wonderful mobo
who had to hear me have a panic attack as the evils of
robbery devoured my soul.

There were cops standing near the entrance and I
just knew it. I knew someone had robbed me, and probz
others. How many cars had been robbed? Or was it a
sweater robbery and my car was the getaway? Was the
parking lot the wrong place at the wrong time for my car
to be parked? When I went up to the cops I interrupted
and awk said, “Umm, I can’t find my car.” Then, as if
someone hadn’t just robbed me, they suggested I looked
in the “other lot.” So I went to the “other lot” on the
“other side of the store” and there it was. My car. No
longer robbed.

Either karma decided that my pain was enough, or the
robber was scared of my deathly wails and wanted it to
stop, but that day the robbed became the robbedless.
When I went back out to my car for one last hopeless
check, there it was, somehow just sitting in the front
dangus seat of my car. I appreesh that karma, or the
robber, or whatever, brought it back, but who is going
to pay for the embarrassment of having to tell my principal and secretary, “Never mind lol… it wasn’t stolen.”

Bum Bum.

I live a life of paranoia. I’m a check-your-pockets-oncetwice-three-times-then-check-them-again-because-youprobably-dropped-something-when-you-checked-oneof-the-times-or-maybe-you-got-pickpocketed kind of
person now.

MY HOUSE, SE 62ND PORTLAND
PRESENT DAY 2021 CIRCA WINTERTIME,
PRE-ICE STORM, POST HOLIDAYS.
8:30 AM

It was 30 minutes to Zoom-class showtime and I was
all ready to go. I went to log into my computer, but to
my dangus surprise there was no computer. I looked on
shelves, in boxes, in bags, and in between papers as if it
would fit. My heart started to pound. Someone Stole It.
Then I remembered: I wasn’t robbed! I had left it in
my car because I took it out to hide it so it wouldn’t
get robbed when I was driving around the day before.
But when I went out to the car it wasn’t there, and I
knew for a fact I was robbed.
Hyperventilating, I looked in the box again. And the
bag. And the shelf. And between papers, pillows, and
even asked my cat Pigeon. Stolen. Robbed. I looked
in my car again, thinking I must have missed it. How
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Bum Bum.

I just recently spent several minutes of my life looking for my phone that I thought was stolen only to
realize it was in my hand the whole time. I can’t even
close my tabs on my computer because I hold onto
everything so tightly now. When will it end? When
will I get to take my perpy perps downtown for a nice
day in court? Probably never. But I won’t stop looking.
For the perps. And over my shoulder. That’s life in the
SHBRAIAVU.
Bum Bum.
HEALZ I’VE BEEN ROBBED 4 REALZ
(*If you read this, Dearest God Father Uncle Larry the Great,
thx for being the opposite of a robber and giving me cash money
for spesh occasions. Much love and appreesh!) P

Poetry
BY ETHAN GLICK

Monkey, Money, Laugh,
Funny Monkey, Good Joke,
People go HaHa
Yoda is Funny,
Has a Funny Voice he does,
Better Than Bacon
Boop Bop Bedoop pow,
Make Nonsensical noises,
Bad poem this is

Don’t know what to write,
I spit out words from within,
My head won’t function
Sometimes, spitting helps,
It clears the wall in my head
Allows me to think
I’ll write ‘bout this now
I’ve passed over the blockade
Clear thoughts in my head
Why do we write stuff?
For me, I write to create
I can create worlds
Infinite options
Galaxies inside my mind
Awaiting their turn
Some will be explored
Others may never be found
They will lie dormant

HE
CT
IC
HA
IK
US

Ethan, a Taurus, is a
high-school sophomore
who enjoys long walks on
the beach, eating chips by
the fire, and frolicking
in fields. If you're a
Capricorn, you may
be a good match.
He wrote this collection
of poems as a way to
overcome writer's
block while battling
an existential crisis.
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The Bird
Inside You
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BY JACOB AIELLO

FICTION

FICTION | THE BIRD INSIDE YOU
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You tell me there’s something you have
to tell me, and then instead of telling
me you show me, stand in front of me
with your back to me, reach down and
grab my hands and put them over your
breasts, guide the index and middle
finger of my left hand just under the
fold of your left breast and inhale. “Do
you feel it?” you ask.
“A lump?”
“A beak,” you say.
I feel something like a pair of needlenose pliers try to grasp my fingers
through your skin. I yelp. Not because it
hurts, but because even though you just
told me to expect a beak I still expected a lump. “What is that?” I ask, even
though I can only think of one thing
that has a beak.
After we’ve gone to the doctor and
reviewed the X-rays and discovered that
it isn’t just a beak but a beak attached
to a bird that’s made its home between
your third and fourth rib, I decide that
it’s a robin, though the X-rays are inconclusive beyond that it’s a small songbird,
most likely a tanager or thrush, and
migratory. I decide it’s a robin because
the girl I dated before you was named
Robin and this is just the kind of thing
she’d do.
“The thing of it is,” I say, “she just can’t
accept that I’m with someone else,” but
the thing of it really is I’m not unhappy
with the company. When you fall asleep
I put my ear against your breast and can
hear her cooing, and when it rains I run

outside and collect worms off the sidewalk that I feed the little beak that pokes
out of your mouth when you’re asleep
on your back with your mouth open.
You say she doesn’t hurt you though
your appetite has decreased significantly.
Every morning you wake up and
wonder why you have the taste of earth
in your mouth, and then for several days
you don’t speak to me after catching me
one night dangling worms over your
face. You feel violated, which is valid, I
say, but also you have to keep in mind
that you’re eating for two now, which
is where we fundamentally disagree:
that you have a responsibility at all to
the bird inside you, that she is anything
more than a parasite, to which I remind
you that even parasites have value.
I suggest taking up activities complementary to the bird inside you and focusing less on your differences and more on
the common ground you share, mutual
interests: less on how she can fly and you
have a degree in Comparative Literature
and more on your shared love of the
walnut. Or proximity to your spleen.
Instead you decide that you are now a
cat person. I come home from work one
day to find a large tabby in our bed surrounded by a harem of plush bird toys
filled with catnip. You call her Diana,
after the goddess of the hunt. She sleeps
on your chest and draws blood whenever
I come near and of everyone involved,
I don’t doubt that Diana knows her
purpose here the most.

Originally published in Smokelong Quarterly, Issue 45, September 22, 2014.

jacobaiello.net

Poetry
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BY LETICIA KULWA

Kwetu
Pazuri
Home is the smell of coconut curry simmering in the salty air,
Chapati-filled cheeks with a cup of black, black tea to wash it down,
It is the dividing of hair by the stylist (msusi) sitting above you,
Telling you to stay firm as they lean in and make sublime art with your
kinks and coils as you strain your neck, against their firm grasp.
It’s definitely the shouting of the woman selling the
vegetables balanced daintily on her head,
Echoing the excited pitter-patter of children making their way to school,
Home is hands with cashew nuts, roasted, moving
from the newspaper cones that hold them to the waterstained teeth that crunch through them,
Or the sharp bite of mango slices bathed in
chilly or freshly served chips mayai
Actually, it is the ebb and flow of the Indian
Ocean as it soothes aching souls,
It is the smell of vitumbua from the woman
down the street and up a few steps,
It is the laughter of my father and his brother
and his wife and their sisters,
It is my mother’s perfume and my brother’s care-free laughter,
It is the weight between the depths of the sorrows of parting
and the joy and laughter of arriving.
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I wrote this poem ten
days after landing in Dar
es Salaam, my home. I
wanted to portray the
city as a living being—one
greater than the sum of
its parts. I am shedding
the romanticized image
of home I have held onto
for so long. In its place I
am learning to embrace
the ambiguity that comes
with being in relationship
with ever-changing people over vast distances.
The title is in Swahili and
roughly translates to
“Our Place is Beautiful.”
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It's just

		vibrations
BY BARRY BRUSSEAU

It's magic, pure and simple. And
trust me the explanation is simple.
But in the end we always look at each
other, crack a kid like smile, and say
“Man that’s magic.”
I’m talking about the joy I get when
I see someone's amazement at hearing themselves on a vinyl record for
the first time. The look on their face
when they watch the grooves being
cut, as they watch the grooves building a song. As they watch me put that
record on my turntable and play it. A
vinyl record I cut for them right here
in my little Milwaukie home.
Sound is just a vibration going
through matter.
As a little boy mother handed me
down all her records, and her monophonic record player. I would press my
ear up against the built in speaker, and
blast Buddy Holly’s Peggy Sue. I still
have that record, and it still sounds
pretty good. I hold it now, and think
of my mother at 14: running down to
the record store and buying that single,
going home and playing it over and
over. I think of my younger self playing that same record over and over.
Again and again until those vibrations
rattled and hummed my heart into a
lifelong love affair. Go ahead and try
and wrap your arms around a digital
file. Be my guest.
In 2017 I was looking to release a
new album and just didn’t want to
spend $3000.00 on 300 vinyl records.

barrybrusseau.com

Honestly I was tired of ending up
with boxes of records sitting out in
my garage, leftovers of a non touring,
obscure musician. While searching for
a place that would press small runs of
records I stumbled into the short run
lathe world. My mind was set afire. It
meant I could cut my own records. I
could do art (and heart) felt, hands-on
small releases, in as small a quantity as
I desired. I could also do it for other
musicians… and maybe make a small
income from it on the side.
In the winter of 2017 I flew to Texas,
bought a 75 year old Presto record
lathe, rented a van, and drove that
baby all the way back to Oregon. Then
I started my own record label and
small run production house: Gorbie
Lathe Cuts.

When you
put the record on a
turntable, the needle
is cracking that code.
That secret code
is amplified into
your speakers.
It’s glorious.
In the first year I had several
moments where I wanted to throw
the damn lathe into the river which
wouldn’t be easy as it weighs about
80lbs. My lathe was built sometime
around the end of World War II and the

basic technology for cutting music into
a disc hasn’t changed much since then.
The vibrations from the music are
basically generating a code; that’s what
the sapphire cutting shank is doing on
my lathe. It’s cutting a code into the
surface of plastic. When you put the
record on a turntable, the needle is
cracking that code. That secret code
is amplified into your speakers. It’s
glorious and yes, you should have a
real home stereo. You’re missing out
if you don’t.
I can only cut in mono and
everything I do is at 45rpm’s. The process is time consuming; every song is
cut in real time. A five-minute song
takes five minutes to cut. There is no
way to speed up the process.
Since I’ve brought the lathe home
I’ve had a constant line of orders. I’m
just finishing a record for a sax player
in Korea and I make records for locals
and bands nationwide. Matter of fact,
I’ve been so busy making records for
others I haven’t had time to cut any of
my own music. No big deal.
Bands come over to pick up their
records. They watch as I take their
record off my lathe and then I walk
right over and put it on my turntable. When their music comes out the
speakers I always get the smile. There’s
nothing like it, and it sets my heart on
fire all over again.
It’s just vibrations. All sound.
It’s simple and scientific.
And it’s pure magic.
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ROGER
“CRIMINI”
CHRISTINE

This Has Been A Metro Wildlife Minute,
with Metro Nothing.
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This here is Roger “Crimini” Christine.
He loves a great cup of mint tea to start the
day and waits a few hours for breakfast, which
normally ends up being a perfectly soft boiled
egg (imperfect ones go to his homie, Randal
the Seagull), a slice of ham, and however many
croutons he can find on the street.
Crimini is crazy good at pinball and once
invited me to go play on his favorite Iron
Maiden-themed machine with the promise
he would get the top score and then buy a
round for the whole bar. He did neither: it was a
“strangely off night” he said. I think he realized
there were way more people in the place than
he thought and took a dive.
We retired to the back patio and he regaled
me with the story of the first abandoned loaf of
bread he encountered in a gutter. Honey whole
wheat is a baller loaf dude, I get it.

Tanmaya
Bingham
Tanmaya is one of ten finalists for the prestigious Bennett Prize
for women figurative realist painters! The Bennett Prize is the largest
painting prize ever awarded to women painters, and Bingham was
selected from 674 entrants. Bingham currently has work on display
in the Parrish Gallery at Chehalem Cultural Center, Newberg, OR.
The exhibition, Understanding Ourselves, features eleven incredible
artists who explore narrative painting. Understanding Ourselves
is on view through April 2, 2021.

tanmayabingham.com

ARTIST PROFILE

Portland artist Tanmaya Bingham’s meticulous and fearlessly
vibrant acrylic and colored pencil artworks literally shimmer with
hyper-realistic surrealism. Her latest series Sexy Loud started out
as a series about what makes a woman sexy, and evolved into what
makes women loud and bold. Bingham embeds actual glitter in
every piece for a natural, seamless glint.

Tanmaya Bingham is also the
Director of One River School of Art
& Design in Lake Oswego, OR, and
serves as a juror for Oregon State
University’s Art About Agriculture
Annual Competition and Touring
Exhibition 2021. Bingham has been
exhibiting nationally and internationally in places such as New York,
Santa Fe, Sydney, Hong Kong, and
Berlin since 1996. She has been
featured in the publications Vogue
Living, Hi-Fructose, Artnet, Artsy, The
Sydney Morning Herald, and other
publications.
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VOICES OF YOUTH

BY MHS/MAA 9 th & 10 th GRADE STUDENTS

Poetry
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Racism Against AAPI Community
BY TIARA YEUNG

Our culture should not be
adjusted,
altered,
or adapted
to fit what you desire
We berate you for your crude remarks
You blame us for the virus
We criticize the way we are treated
You chastise us for things leaders from our ancestral countries do
as if we could do anything about it
“Go back to your country!” you say
But I was raised here
But I was born here
But my grandparents came here to give
my parents,
aunts,
uncles,
cousins
a better life
away from the horrors of their home country
You love fried rice, sushi, and pad thai
but hate and attack the very same people who cook the food
and you turned your nose away when we
brought these foods into the cafeteria
You wear and change our traditional clothing
never caring about the rich history behind them
You pull your eyes back
to mock our smaller almond shaped eyes
but then you want them
so you tape your eyes back,
calling it the “fox eye”
It’s hypocritical
Like telling someone you hate their new skirt,
then appear with the exact same one the next day
“It’s a trend,” you say
“It’s a joke,” you say
“Don’t be so sensitive,” you say
“There are more important issues,” you say
It’s so normalized
no one cares anymore
we are silenced
no one will speak out on our behalf
My culture is not to be
adjusted,
altered,
or adapted
to fit what you desire

We Shiver Together
BY NIOBE HAUGER

Poems tell of night skies
Whirling, alive and free
Set aglow like a great fire
Glimmering and reflecting in the beholders’ eyes.
The poems, birds fluttering light on the breeze
But my skies are deep, murky, dark.
A cold scheming body
It seeps into everything it touches with shuddering hands
Something nameless
Something dreadful
Waiting for me.
Shadows whisper, push, stagger toward me l ike dead things
My mind is a brittle bone
Ready to crack
Upon the earth the night spills, taunting me.
The moon knows; she trembles with me.
We shiver together.

aHouse Party

BY KHAI KALEIOHI
Youthful looking worms in a room
placed between my ears,
sitting at nicely organized desks.
Moving things around like they own the place.
Trails of a clear substance marks the room full of
roadways the worms have taken
to misplace everything in their path.
In a separate room sits a dumb looking sloth.
He lounges around, leaving his things everywhere.
Placing things down,
turning around
to never return for the thing he just let go of.
His rough fur left everywhere.
This room is filled to the brim,
overflowing with a hoarding sloth’s grimy fingerprints.
The last room is where the rat recedes.
Leaving sticky notes big and small
with songs, ideas, lyrics, books.
Pens scattered across the floor.
“It’s organized! Don’t touch a thing!”
He yells as he jots down thought after though,
with his tiny claws furiously gripping the tip of the pen.

These rooms are filled with what they want
but they’re in my house.
The smell of flavorless gum fills the air,
alongside the sound of someone yelling.
Yelling about how much they hate their dad,
the government,
the way society has shaped people
atop of angry sounding drums, bass and guitar.
The house is made of creaking acacia wood,
Pointless graffiti spread across
every wall, ceiling and floor.
Rats, worms, and sloths might live in the house
but this house belongs to me.
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Jellyfish Dreaming
BY IVY COWAN

Moon jellies, I swoon for you jellies, unfit to this rusty dusty try hard mall
As your tank shatters the crowd shatters, screams like breaking glass, the water creeping
Then suddenly as you touch me I am you and you are me, and then I’m me again
but not quite
As you die I die, gasping for water that isn’t there my lungs feel unnervingly empty
and I’m not ready to go,
the hollowness in my chest carries over to my head and it all goes dark
Dark drifting down, dark like deep dark depths, I breath in.
I breathe but it’s all wrong my human instinct tells me
“Wake up! You’re drowning You have to live,”
even though my lungs have never felt so cooled and refreshed I listen
I swim up, and up and up. The air hits me like a truck
and I begin to cough up what I don’t yet know I need
I go back under, like a little jelly bobbing under the surface
Breathing for air is my panicked instinct, but I let the water in.
It feels cold, a rush of water like a winter day’s air you can touch
and I am whole
I am alive
The water swaddles me like I fell backwards onto fresh comforters
only for someone to sweep me up, blankets and all
I’m floating on my back drifting in these tragically finite waters,
no weight on my shoulders, no weight on my mind, no weight anywhere
I am weightless, a ghost with only subconscious mass
Whether I laughed there or cried I might never know,
But part of me wishes I’d never woken up

Reflection
BY EEC

It stared back at me
The thin pane of glass
Back by silver and, alas,
By truth	If mirrors never lie
Then who would be able to deny
That that
is me?
Reflections have never been my forte
Insecurities like a needle,
Sewing my lips together
Keeping even gentle reminders
At bay	Their words are arrows
Compliments skewered into my chest
So that when I reflect
I can watch as each one,
Ripped so gracefully from my flesh
Lies and misdirects
This loose-fitting sweater
Like a tight-fit noose
Reminding me that I hate
What I know is underneath	This reflection is a grave
And as I face it once again
I am reminded that one day
It won’t hurt to be a “man”
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